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National President’s Column
Welcome to the second issue of United
Service in 2022 that contains interesting papers
on the contribution to be made to improving
resilience by the ADF, universities, and Defence.
I recently addressed members of RUSI QLD
concerning my views on the future of RUSI. My
vision is that RUSI, consisting of the National
body (RUSI-A) and State and Territory RUSIs,
should be an independent, respected think tank
that provides recognised value to its members
and identified stakeholders in the defence and national security
space, and is financially secure.
To achieve this vision, we need to commit to several lines of effort,
with the first being governance. This requires a unified National Board
with sound governance structures and good communications; strong
and effective State RUSI Boards/Councils; with effective succession
planning across all Boards; and with Boards that are more
representative of society and with financial, marketing and event
management skills. Longer term we need to revise the National
Constitution.
We need to minimise and simplify our administration, by
substantially reducing the cost of running the National office; by
adopting standardised reporting systems; and by responding promptly
to all external requests.
To be financially secure, we need to pursue sponsorship, both
nationally and locally; seek donations via our Charitable Fund status;
partner with State RUSIs in conducting major seminars and obtaining
grant funding; and set minimal capitation fees to run the National
office.
We need to substantially increase our influence by ensuring the
quality of a truly National journal where we monitor the “reach” of our
articles within Australia and globally; by publicising an annual program
of events conducted by State RUSIs; by recording all lectures and
posting videos of those lectures on a new National website; and by
significantly improving our engagement with: Federal & State
Governments, Defence industry, our competitors, international RUSIs
and media defence and security spokespersons.
We must increase our Membership by demonstrating value for
money via networking, resources, events, benefits; by appealing to
wider demographics such as retirees, students, emergency services
personnel, academia, defence industry, serving members of the ADF;
and we need flexible membership, especially for serving ADF
members.
Finally, in respect of facilities, we need to explore options with exservice organisations, universities, industry, benefactor etc to
relocate, where possible, from the Defence estate with its inherent
security restrictions.
RUSI, as a highly respected, member based, public body that has
existed for over 100 years, has had to reinvent itself a number of
times. We must continue to do so by maintaining the relevance of
RUSI to both our members, to the Australian community and to our
international audience. I am determined to play my part in this ongoing
revival of RUSI.
Paul Irving AM, PSM, RFD
National President
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OPINION

United Service
Informing the defence and national security debate since 1947
China’s development of potential military bases
in our neighbourhood
China’s interests in the Pacific date from the 19th
century and are now pervasive. China has developed
ports and airfields on islands across the region, built
government and commercial infrastructure, and provided
several Pacific Island states with low-interest development loans, disaster relief and assistance with maintaining security. Chinese commercial interests and its diaspora have penetrated deeply into the region. Hence,
China is able to exert increasing influence in Australia’s
neighbourhood.
Australia, itself, has not been exempt. China now has
five research stations in Antarctica, including three in the
Australian Antarctic Territory. In 2015, a Chinese firm,
Landbridge Group, leased the strategic Port of Darwin for
99 years.
Similarly, Papua New Guinea and China recently have
discussed upgrading port facilities on Daru Island in the
Torres Strait, Kikori on the Gulf of Papua, and at Wewak
and Vanimo on the northeast coast. On Manus Island, a
Chinese state-owned enterprise is upgrading Momote
Airport. The airport is situated near Papua New Guinea’s
main naval base at Lombrum, which Australia and the
United States are upgrading.
In Vanuatu, China upgraded the wharf facilities at
Luganville in 2018. The wharf now could dock large
warships. This strategically-located port was a major
American military base in World War II and, now upgraded, could be converted into a naval base.
Over the last two decades, Fiji and Tonga also have
benefited from Chinese development assistance and the
People’s Liberation Army now has a military attaché in
Suva.
In April, China and the Solomon Islands signed a
security agreement which will allow China to send police
and military forces to the Solomons to protect infrastructure funded by China and protect Chinese citizens
and their businesses should civil unrest recur. It also
permits Chinese naval vessels to visit Solomons ports,
including for resupply. The actual wording of the agreement remains secret, but it appears to establish the
political foundation for a Chinese military base in the
Solomons. The Solomons prime minister, Manasseh
Sogavare, however, insists that the Solomons will not
allow China to establish a military base there.
Nevertheless, this development is potentially a major
security risk for Australia as the Solomons sit astride our
maritime lines of communication (LoC) from our east
coast to Asia and North America. Our undersea communications cables across the Pacific also could be
exposed to interdiction. Japan captured the Solomons in
1942 when it decided that it did not have the uncommitted
combat power to capture and sustain an occupation of
Australia (so as to deny Australia as a base to the United
United Service 73 (2) June 2022

States for its counter-offensive against Japan). Interdicting the LoC across the Pacific from the archipelago
some 2000km east of Queensland was Japan’s next best
option.
In responding to this latest development, Australia
probably should continue to use quiet, empathetic
diplomacy, consistent with the ‘Melanesian Way’, to
monitor the situation and dissuade the Solomons from
expanding the agreement with China.
More broadly, the expansion of Chinese influence in
Australia’s neighbourhood could be seen as benign for
the mutual benefit of both China and the states it is
assisting. Given China’s recent assertive activities in
Asia, however, especially the way it has developed
military forward operating bases in the South China Sea,
many of its activities in our neighbourhood equally could
be seen as precursors to the development of similar
bases here.
Regardless, Australia now needs to take the Pacific
Islands community and its concerns far more seriously
than it has recently. Most particularly, it needs to act
urgently to address the climate change crisis, the number
one concern of the Pacific community. This should involve
both mitigating the causes and adapting to the changes,
including providing permanent residency in Australia for
Pacific Islanders, especially those displaced by rising sea
levels.
Australia’s status as by far the leading aid donor in the
Pacific notwithstanding, increased investment in diplomacy and boosting aid funding to the Islands will need to
be a high priority. Radio Australia’s diminished news
services into the Pacific also will need to be reestablished and expanded.
In addressing these issues, Australia will need to work
not only with the Pacific Island states but also with other
Pacific powers, especially New Zealand, France and the
United States. A particular need will be to expand the
security forces of Pacific Islands Forum member states
and develop interoperability among them.
There are implications, too, for Australia’s defence
strategy. Serious consideration is needed now to establishing defence forward operating bases on Australian
soil proximate to the Solomons, say at Norfolk Island,
Townsville, Cairns, RAAF Base Scherger (near Weipa),
and Thursday Island.
Further, in World War II, the Manus Island naval base
was used by the Americans to isolate the Japanese base
at Rabaul and it is well-placed strategically to interdict
any Chinese maritime LoC to the Solomons should
Papua New Guinea, assisted by Australia, wish to use it
in this way.
David Leece1
Dr David Leece is co-chair of the Institute’s Special Interest Group on
Strategy. These are his personal views.
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SEMINAR PROCEEDINGS PART 2

Island Australia: improving resilience in a rapidly-changing region

The contribution of universities and
research in improving resilience
A paper based on a presentation to the Institute in Sydney on 23 November 2021 by

Professor Alex Zelinsky, AO, FAA, FTSE, FRSN
Vice-Chancellor and President, University of Newcastle1
The Australian university system, and organisations like the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation,
working with the Defence Science and Technology Group and defence industry, can contribute to Australia’s competitive edge
in defence in an age of high technology platforms, weapons systems and equipment. Developing an appropriately educated
workforce and collaborative innovation networks across disciplines and organisations, via arrangements such as co-operative
research centres, are bases for success. Several examples of successful defence innovations are cited.
Key words: Defence Science and Technology (DST); autonomous systems; co-operative research centres; CSIRO; defence and
industrial ecosystems; high-technology; hypersonics; innovation networks; research; underwater glider; universities; wi-fi.

Earlier speakers in this seminar touched on high-technology (high-tech) platforms. That is what defence capability
relies upon today – access to high tech, and innovation and
integration of high-tech. In some instances, you can buy it
off-the-shelf. In others, products require customisation or
need to be developed from scratch as a bespoke solution.
Partnerships with other nations and organisations also
provide the opportunity to exchange capabilities. In the
proposed AUKUS nuclear submarine deal, Australia will
contribute technologies in exchange for gaining access to
partners’ technologies. To build capability, we need to be
adept at buying, tailoring and sharing high tech, but we also
need to develop sovereign innovation capability where we
can design and implement our own technology solutions.
Previous speakers have mentioned the defence ecosystems. During my time as Australia’s Chief Defence
Scientist, I was involved in developing the 2016 Defence
White Paper (Defence 2016), which I consider as one of the
best White Papers since the 2000 White Paper (Defence
2000). 2016 was a real game-changer in its embracing of
innovation. I anticipate that the next strategy paper, which is
due in 2023, will continue that same focus on innovation. It
will not be a U-turn; it will head in the same direction and will
maintain the emphasis on partnerships with industry and
with universities.
When I was leading Defence Science and Technology
(DST), we knew that academia had a lot to contribute.
Academics were listened to and were granted a seat at the
table to influence policies and settings. Now that I have
returned to higher education, I see that Defence has continued to recognise the value of engaging with the academic
community and industry to support its innovation needs.
Science and Technology within the
Department of Defence
Traditionally, DST had a narrow way of thinking about its
capabilities. We had 2,000 defence scientists – a lot of

Professor Zelinsky was Australia’s Chief Defence Scientist from 2012 –
2018.
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people – yet we could not span all technology developments
and domains of interest. For many reasons, budget included,
we could not recruit the people that we wanted. To build
capability, we needed to leverage the scientific expertise
within industry and other research organisations. In the last
30-40 years, Australia's education and research system has
changed. Universities in particular have increased their
capabilities and the quality of their research. There are more
researchers out there doing more innovation, including in
fields of interest to Defence. For DST, we needed to understand the expertise within the broader community, and
determine where we could grow and leverage capabilities.
The key idea was to see how we could get ‘Team Australia’ to come together and find solutions and develop new
technologies. We sought to create an innovation ecosystem
in defence science, bringing together industry, research and
the Defence community. We wanted to build on what industry
and researchers were already doing, and then determine
how to integrate these capabilities. Underpinning these
capabilities required developing an educated workforce that
could support our future innovation needs.
Developing an Educated Workforce
Earlier in this seminar, we discussed how nuclearsubmarine commanders will require a master’s degree to
support both technical mastery and leadership skills. This is
quite an advanced form of study. Most, if not all crew
members will also need nuclear training. Hence, we need
universities to be preparing to meet this workforce need.
Should all universities start running nuclear science
courses? No. Institutions with established expertise should
lead the charge. For example, the University of New South
Wales has worked with the Australian Nuclear Science and
Technology Organisation (ANSTO) for many years. Their
primary focus is nuclear medicine. There are other
universities, too, that have elements of nuclear capability. We
should be supporting these institutions to establish programs
for the future, rather than creating new expertise in
organisations. As another example, there are universities
across Australia wanting to build new research programs in
hypersonics. We did not pursue this idea since the best
hypersonic capabilities are already established in QueensUnited Service 73 (2) June 2022

land. Rather, we strengthened our capabilities in Queensland. It is important to get the concentrations correct. We do
not necessarily want a monopoly of expertise, which can
stifle innovation. But we also want to avoid diluting talent and
missing out on the benefits of clustering and collaboration.
Through a combination of research, innovation and education, working with industry and the community, we can
develop technologies and a workforce for the future that can
increase capability and builds resilience across Defence. In
my current role at the University of Newcastle, I am bridging
what I learned in the Defence portfolio and aligning it with the
higher education environment. I see that universities have
real potential to support the next phase of innovation and
workforce development for defence science and defence
industries. I am also thinking about how we can help to scale
and grow new industries that support Defence and create
new jobs. This is particularly relevant for our community in
the Hunter, which is home to major Defence assets like
RAAF Williamtown and Lone Pine Barracks in Singleton.
Innovation and Collaboration for Defence
In his recent memoir (Pyne 2021), the Former Defence
Minister, The Hon. Christopher Pyne, observed that in the
2016 Defence White Paper (Defence 2016), the government,
for the first time, was willing to risk $1.6 billion on innovation
without necessarily getting any return on the investment.
Program leads would have to spend the money allocated,
and if possible, make sure that they acquired the capability
desired. Teams had to spend money on projects they
believed would produce successful innovation. Some parts of
the program might succeed and others not.
I recall Dr John Stocker, CSIRO’s Chief Executive (19911995), suggesting that CSIRO needed to do some forward
thinking and fund ten stretch projects. One of the projects we
supported was Wi-Fi. At the time, everyone said, ‘Why wireless computers, who would ever want that?’ Yet it went on to
be one of the greatest innovations ever produced out of
Australia. In the information technology industry, all wireless
that runs today is underpinned by CSIRO technology. At the
time, it was a gamble. We did not know that it was going to
succeed and become a billion-dollar program. But that is how
innovation works. There is risk, and in some cases, reward.
You have to ‘back’ a portfolio of projects understanding that
some will deliver, and some will fail. That was one of the
great things about the 2016 Defence White Paper. It allowed
us to fund a variety of emerging research and technologies,
and to accept a level of risk in doing so.
There is no one correct way to make innovation work. It
is not a single nail for which you only need a hammer. In DST,
we pursued multiple pathways to encourage innovation. We
modelled programs from those that had achieved success in
other countries; small business programs, Grand
Challenges, industry-driven research, as well as cooperative research centres (CRCs) in which Australian
industry was working with end users, universities and
government organisations like CSIRO and DST.
A major challenge was looking forward to 2030 and trying
to forecast what technologies we will need. There are many
emerging technologies showing promise- areas like space,
quantum technologies, trusted autonomous systems, cyber
and others. Without knowing which area of innovation will be
most successful, we decided we would concentrate on the
mechanisms available to drive collaborative work with
industry and universities. In some areas, we have done
reasonably well; I was very pleased to hear that we are now
United Service 73 (2) June 2022

setting up the Space Division within Defence.
During my time in DST we launched a satellite – a small
one for developing new capabilities for over-the-horizon
radar. It was the first satellite Australia had launched in 20
years. Such small experiments have contributed to the
broader space capability we continue to build today. For
example, we are now seeing emerging industry groups, such
as Gilmour Space Technologies make strides in this area.
This is the value of the research, development and
innovation program. Getting the key players working together
– Defence partnering with industry and universities, and
leveraging shared expertise to develop and test new ideas.
Success is made possible through working together.
Precincts, networks and industrial clusters are another
effective mechanism to encourage collaboration and
innovation, and to attract talent and researchers, and new
industries.
Victoria’s Defence Science Institute (DSI) brought
together the universities in Victoria to collaborate on focused
defence problems. DSI helped to build an understanding of
defence needs and developed capabilities within universities,
allowing them to bid for projects and funding. The Defence
Innovation Network in New South Wales followed a similar
formula – all New South Wales universities came together
sharing defence expertise, aligning them with White Paper
priorities and proposing projects in areas of mutual strength.
Comparable networks are emerging in other states too.
We’ve seen that these clusters and networks often derive
greater success for proposals where all parties share the
risks and have skin in the game. Funding is contributed by
state governments, universities, industry and Defence. One
challenge with these state-based networks, funded through
state governments, is that they are not able to fully respond
to large-scale Defence challenges, noting some Defence
activities can span all states and territories.
From my time in DST, I found that there was no single
university that could bring the full suite of capabilities needed
solve all defence science problems. However, universities
often bid to Defence individually, proposing to deliver on a
part of a project. To navigate this challenge, we would
consider, ‘Who are the best people in Australia working in
this particular technology space?’ and ‘How can we bring
them together to collaborate?’ Providing incentives for
universities to collaborate by forming networks was a useful
approach, particularly to addressing futuristic problem sets.
We established the Defence Co-operative Research
Centre for Trusted Autonomous Systems. This was for robotic
systems that need to work on their own with minimal human
supervision. The challenge becomes, how do you know that
an autonomous system will do what it is supposed to do?
How do we ensure that it is not hacked or turns against you,
or fails to achieve its mission? How can you guarantee that,
and, at the same time, how can it be properly integrated into
the chain of command? These are the systems we need, and
in many cases they are not currently mature enough to be
used in the field. (see Figure 1 next page)
One of the innovations that the CRC team were working
on was an underwater glider. It came out of a startup
enterprise in Sydney. You might be familiar with the footage
showing the Titanic on the ocean floor? The Deepsea
Challenger was the submarine vehicle used to capture that
footage. It was developed by Ron Allum, an Australian
engineer from Sydney who understood how to make highpressure vehicles, able to go to great ocean depths. He also
created the Sun Ray Glider, an underwater glider that could
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descend several thousand metres into the ocean and could
keep generating enough energy to travel almost infinite
distances. The underwater glider could have applications for
defence, particularly in surveillance. This Australian technology is superior to any comparable overseas innovations.
It could only be developed because we had niche capability.
The Navy is sponsoring the underwater glider in the hope
that it will be able to satisfy its operational requirements.
Succeed and Australia will benefit from game-changing
capability.

Figure 1: Sun Ray Glider [Source: Defence Media Australia]

Another program driving world leading research is the
HIFIRE program, looking at hypersonic technology. It is
based in Queensland, led by DST and the US Air Force, with
the University of Queensland, Boeing, NASA and other key
partners contributing, including from India. There is now a
dedicated facility in Queensland accommodating this
research in a secure space. It is pleasing to see that ten
years after we first supported this program, it is on track to
deliver important capabilities.
There is also great activity underway in my region in the
Hunter, north of Sydney. I encourage the Royal United
Services Institute to become involved – hold some meetings
there, visit the area and have a look at what the region’s
industry is doing in defence. Similarly, in the Shoalhaven
region south of Sydney, there is some great industrial
capability, including activation zones and a capable
workforce.
With the capabilities that are available in the Hunter, the
University of Newcastle is partnering with industry and other
institutions in areas of interest to Defence, including aviation
fuels and technologies to support training of ADF personnel.
We see opportunities in areas like autonomous systems,
alternative and sustainable fuels. Green hydrogen production
is a particularly promising area for the Hunter as a future
fuel, energy source and export commodity.
Emerging Opportunities
When it comes to thinking ahead in defence innovation
and science, we are not talking about the next 5-10 years.
We are talking about a 20-30 year time horizon. Technology
developments and threats emerge and evolve quickly. Our
future capability will be shaped by the innovations we pursue
now, understanding that we may not reap the benefits for
several decades.
There are challenges and opportunities that will be
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important in the years ahead. Cyber warfare is not going
away; if anything, it is more important now than it was even
5 years ago. Human factors will continue to be important.
Earlier in this seminar, we heard how military commanders
rely on people, how they need to make teams operate better
and interact with technology more effectively, with fewer
errors. There is more we can do to advance the ways we train
and learn.
Advanced materials science represents a fascinating
emerging field that could change the ways we arm and
protect our personnel and assets. Consider, for example, a
future where we could change the camouflage of a ship or
aircraft by being able to alter the properties of its paint.
Climate adaptation is going to be another major challenge. There will be more frequent severe natural disasters disasters correlated with climate change – which Defence
will be called upon to assist. Australia is working toward a net
zero economy by 2050. This policy setting will drive
innovation and create fundamental change in the way we
power our nation. So, how will defence and defence industries adopt and adapt to that while continuing to operate?
Conclusion
Australia has long worked alongside partner nations to
develop and strengthen its defence capabilities. However, in
recent decades, the nation has taken steps to better
leverage and boost its sovereign capabilities to drive homegrown innovations. Australia boasts world-class scientific and
technological expertise and has established a robust
ecosystem that favours collaboration and leverages the
talent of the research community within Defence, universities, industry and other organisations. Continued efforts to
drive local innovation and develop a pipeline for the scientific
workforce will allow our nation to meet the challenges in the
future, secure our competitive advantage, and improve the
resilience of our Defence forces.
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The Australian Defence Force contributes to civil resilience by providing assistance to the civil community when
requested to do so by state and territory governments when those governments are responding to natural
disasters such as bushfires, floods, storms, cyclones and pandemics. Headquarters Joint Task Force 629, with
task groups in each state and territory, has been raised to command and control assistance provided to the civil
community.
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Australians have endured frequent, intense natural
disasters over the past 12 years which have tested our
national resilience. Civil resilience is shaped by how
we as a nation respond to such adversity. Earlier in this
seminar, Major General Matt Pearse discussed how
the Australian Army contributes to national resilience
(Pearce 2022). In this paper, I will focus on the contribution of the Australian Defence Force (ADF) to
enhancing civil resilience during domestic operations.
Defence Force Assistance to the Civil Community
During Natural Disasters
In Australia over recent years, across multiple state
jurisdictions, state governments have approached the
Commonwealth Government with increasing regularity
for assistance to augment their emergency response
to significant natural disasters – to provide what is
known as Defence Force assistance to the civil
community (DFACC). These disasters have included
the Black Saturday bushfires in Victoria in 2009;
Cyclone Yasi in north Queensland in 2011; the
southeast Queensland floods also in 2011; the Wagga
Wagga floods in 2012; and the Blue Mountains bushfires in 2013. In particular, in the last two years, there
has been much to test Australia’s civil resilience from
a range of natural disasters to the ongoing challenge
of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Since late 2019, there has been a continuous ADF
operational campaign providing assistance to the civil
community in response to national emergencies. From
August 2019 to March 2020, the ADF supported state
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governments and their emergency services during
Operation Bushfire Assist. On 4 January 2020, in
response to extreme bushfire events, the GovernorGeneral, on advice from the Minister of Defence,
authorised a compulsory call-out of ADF reserves. The
reserves were to provide emergency functions to support and enable firefighters and emergency services
and the call-out was limited initially to New South
Wales, Victoria and South Australia. This was the first
time that the Governor-General’s power to call out
Defence Force reserves had been activated. It was in
response to the catastrophic fire that engulfed over 24
million hectares across the country, destroying lives
and property. The call-out ensured high levels of
support culminating in 1500 tasks completed across
New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland, Western
Australia, South Australia and the Australian Capital
Territory. More than 8000 ADF members were
deployed on Operation Bushfire Assist.
As the Royal Commission conducted in the aftermath of the bushfires reported on 28 October 2020
(Binskin et al. 2020), the primary role of the ADF is
defending and protecting Australia. Although not its
primary role, the ADF also provides assistance
through its capabilities and resources during and after
natural disasters. In some cases assistance is
significant, such as during and in the aftermath of the
2019-20 bushfires. It is important to note that the
warfighting skills of the ADF form a critical component
of capability in the ADF’s ability to respond to shortnotice domestic contingencies. Further, the widespread geographic footprint of the ADF and its close
links to community and partner agencies, allows the
ADF to respond effectively and quickly when called
upon by government to support states in meeting
these emergency challenges.
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Operation Bushfire Assist
During Operation Bushfire Assist, Army Private
Jonathan Amy, an Akuma local, returned to support
his home community as a heavy vehicle operator
hauling a water purification and desalination system.
He said at the time: “It's actually thrilling being able to
assist my community and the district”. This is a very
common reaction from ADF members supporting their
communities.
The call-out of ADF reserves was not the only unprecedented aspect of Operation Bushfire Assist. The
headquarters of three formations of the Army’s 2nd
Division were tasked to lead joint task groups across
three jurisdictions. Simultaneously, a step-change to
the new Zenith Start Headquarters within communities
where the ADF support is required. Reservists
drawing upon their connection to community and
civilian skills contributed a civil-military mindset that
enhanced the ADF's overall response.
The current commander of the Australia-wide Joint
Task Force 629 (JTF 629), who had commanded the
JTF 629 joint task group in New South Wales during
Operation Bushfire Assist, Brigadier Mick Garraway,
has said that working with a partnered force and partnered organisations dealing with damage commensurate with that of a battlefield, not only provides
excellent preparation for conventional operations, but
the ADF’s Reserve brought to the ADF’s response enhanced awareness of the human terrain.
On Anzac Day 2021, the small New South Wales
coastal town of Eden invited members of the 5th
Engineer Regiment and HMAS Supply back to Eden to
thank them for their service to the town and region
during the bushfires. Eden RSL2 Sub-Branch secretary, Tony Larkin, said it was a privilege to welcome
the 5th Engineer Regiment and the Navy back to Eden,
not to see the devastation they helped to fight against,
but to see how we Aussies fight back – to see the
‘green’ after the ‘black’.
Floods, Cyclones, Storms and Pandemics
As mentioned earlier, the ADF has a long and
proud heritage of assisting communities in response to
natural disasters. Even as recently as 2019, more than
1000 ADF personnel, largely drawn from the 3rd
Combat Brigade in Townsville, assisted recovery
operations after floods in north Queensland. In March
and April 2021, the ADF provided support to
communities during floods in New South Wales and,
subsequently, supported communities after Tropical
Cyclone Seroja in Western Australia. Throughout June
and July 2021, the ADF supported storm recovery in
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Victoria’s Dandenong ranges. As the Chief of Army
emphasises, it just demonstrates how much we are an
army for the nation and an army in the community.
Most strikingly, since March 2020, the ADF has
played a pivotal role in contributing to a whole-ofgovernment response to the COVID-19 pandemic,
with scalable support to state and territory authorities
as part of Operation COVID-19 Assist. During this
operation, the ADF has supported a wide range of
tasks including:
• mandatory state and territory hotel quarantine;
• support to health and law enforcement authorities,
ensuring home quarantine compliance;
• providing welfare support;
• providing frontline COVID-19 swab testing and support to mass vaccination hubs;
• undertaking contact tracing;
• providing planning and logistical support;
• supporting state and territory police at vehicle
checkpoints; and
• vaccination of residents in aged and disability care
facilities in central and western New South Wales
where Defence vaccination teams have provided
more than 50,000 vaccinations to remote rural and
indigenous communities.
Charities and Non-Government Organisations
Another task for the ADF has been supporting
numerous charities and non-government organisations, such as Food Bank and Oz Harvest, with the
preparation and distribution of food and care packages
destined for the most vulnerable in the community.
The president of the Sikh charity Turbans4Australia, Mr Ammar Singh, said that, without the ADF
support, he and his fellow volunteers would not have
been able to manage the delivery of 1500 care parcels
each week. As noted by Air Force Flying Officer Ryan
Elliot, the ADF is supporting Turbans4Australia to help
the community in its time of need. The Australian community expects that the ADF will support government
and emergency agencies to respond to natural
disasters at home when requested.
Interoperability with Emergency Services
For the ADF to respond effectively to support state
agencies in their responses to natural disasters and
contribute to Australia's civil resilience, we must focus
on interoperability with the emergency services in both
training and on operations at the state and local level,
as outlined by the Australian Institute for Disaster
Resilience (ADIR 2019). The interconnectedness of
systems in society causes cascading consequences in
emergencies. Effectively managing risks, therefore,
requires all sectors of society to have planned for
emergencies. At a national level, the Australian
government plans to support emergencies that are
severe and catastrophic in nature and are likely to
overwhelm the capacity of state and territory
United Service 73 (2) June 2022

authorities. Likewise, state and territory governments
plan and prepare for natural disasters in their
jurisdictions, cascading down to regional and local
government as part of the emergency management
framework. As identified in the 2020 Defence Strategic
Update (Defence 2020), the ADF is required to
enhance its support of civilian authorities. This is
achieved by strengthening partnerships with
authorities in the states and territories.
A key lesson from the Royal Commission (Binskin
et al. 2020) was that it is essential for the ADF to
persistently maintain relationships with the state and
territory emergency management framework rather
than respond afresh to each new crisis. The
importance of these enduring relationships was voiced
by New South Wales Police Deputy Commissioner
Mike Williams when he said that the way emergency
services worked with the ADF during the 2019-20
bushfire crisis is a great example of the benefits of a
joint-agency approach. Due to these relationships, the
respect and understanding we have for each other is
fostered. This approach, in my view, has helped to
save the state of New South Wales this time.
To further develop these partnerships in the lead
lead-up to the 2021-22 high-risk weather season, fire
headquarters partnered with the Australian CivilMilitary Centre to host a symposium to share lessons
learned from previous and current domestic operations. Joined by Emergency Management Australia
and partner agencies, the focus was on collaboration
and on building and maintaining enduring relationships.
2nd Division and Joint Task Force 629
The Army’s 2nd Division is uniquely placed within
the ADF and Australian Army to provide the command
and control architecture and local force-elements
needed to meet short-notice domestic operational
requirements across Australia. To do so, it uses its
formation headquarters in each of the mainland
states, with additional nodes in Tasmania, the
Australian Capital Territory and the Northern Territory.
The Division maintains long-standing and enduring
communal links and has a proven capacity to respond
to domestic crises at short notice, leveraging on Army
Reserve units based in the community.
Of particular importance to the ADF's capacity to
respond to domestic crises, was the establishment of
Joint Task Force 629 in March 2020. This national joint
task force was initially raised by the Chief of the
Defence Force to command force-elements for
Operation COVID-19 Assist, largely drawing upon the
2nd Division, but also including large contributions from
all three services.
As the ADF’s contribution to Operation COVID-19
Assist draws to a close, JTF 629 has been retained. It
will continue to provide command and control, along
with its state- and territory-based joint task-group
United Service 73 (2) June 2022

headquarters, when supporting domestic operations
during the high-risk weather season.
Conclusion
The ADF has contributed significantly to enhancing
the nation’s resilience for a long time. It has become
more prominent in the past two years with the scale
and scope of ADF support of civilian responses to
concurrent bushfires, floods, cyclones, storms and the
pandemic. As an enduring trend, the ADF continues to
maintain its readiness and preparedness to provide
the support to government and the community in their
time of need.
In Taree, New South Wales, in March 2021,
residents waved Australian flags when a convoy of
ADF vehicles entered their flood-ravaged town. One of
them, 70-year-old Darty Osborne, said: “It fills me with
pride to see the road filled with camouflage uniforms
and lots of vehicles and support. It is like the cavalry
coming to have the strength of the ADF to complement
the efforts of our emergency services, fire department,
police force, ambulance service and SES (State
Emergency Service).”
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The contribution of New South Walesbased industry to improving resilience
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Our changing strategic circumstances, the rate of technology change and weaknesses in global supply
chains, necessitate a strong domestic defence industry which is agile, innovative, cost-effective and globally
competitive. Industry and universities must link through networks as partners with Defence to generate
solutions rapidly to meet the capability delivery challenges that may lie ahead. This would give us, as a nation,
the agility, speed, assurance and resilience required.
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change.
There are some key factors that the defence
industry considers when seeking to create
sustainable defence capability, a capability that can
be used to deliver the advantage Defence so
importantly needs.
The first factor, given the rapidly-changing
strategic environment and the need for appropriate
responses, is the incredibly high rate of acceleration
in technology change.
As an engineer and someone in defence industry
who has been observing this now for a long time, I
doubt there has been a comparable rate of
technology change in recorded history. No one
previously has seen the advent of capability and
technology shifts occurring at the rate they are today:
the advent of digitally-enhanced defence capabilities;
autonomous capabilities (the ability to take man out
of the loop and out of the harm's way); artificial
intelligence; the use of data analytics; cyber and the
like.
Hence, critically important aspects of how
Defence will need future capability advantage
delivered include: the agility with which defence
industry adapts; and our ability to build relationships
with those who contribute to the knowledge around
defence and industrial capabilities – universities,
research
organisations,
small-to-medium
enterprises, large international primes – all of which
need to combine their strengths to adapt to the
incredible rate of change.
The second factor is that the strategic shift has
disrupted the global supply chains on which Australia
has relied.
The use by Al-Qaeda of commercial aircraft to attack New York and
Washington on 11 September 2001.
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It is not the first time we have had a pandemic like
this, but it is the first time in the last 100 years. Technology and the globalisation of technology supply
chains has come a long way since then. Everyone
has been significantly impacted by it. We have seen
global supply lines affected in crises before when
9/111 happened and associated strategic shifts
occurred. At that time, it was not possible for
Australia to get certain key defence capabilities it
needed from partner countries around the world. This
was because the uncertainty generated by that
moment meant that no one knew exactly how things
would evolve, so supplies were withheld strategically
for national interests and capabilities, not those of
Australia.
As Australia has seen disruptions to the flow of
defence capabilities before, this current focus on
resilience and having in-country (sovereign)
capability is critical. We need to understand how to
make sure that, when any future disruptions occur
regardless of the cause, the country is better and
stronger as a result of the pandemic.
These two key factors, the rate of technological
change in changed strategic circumstances and
global supply-chain disruption, lead us to consider
what Australian defence industry needs to do to
strengthen and provide greater resilience for the
nation’s needs.
New South Wales
New South Wales is particularly well placed to be
able to deliver on that. We have the largest
percentage of skilled workers across the country and
we have the greatest percentage of universities
producing a tertiary-educated workforce.
United Service 73 (2) June 2022

We also should acknowledge we are coming out
of a period of industrial atrophy where, in the early
2000s, industries and engineering were not seen as
a glamour sector in which to seek employment. From
a defence industry perspective, innovation and
engineering activity was not a high priority in
Australia. Innovation was often seen as risk. Buying
direct from overseas was seen as the way to get
most of the defence capability needed without risk.
Now, we recognise that there is risk in that approach,
because there will be times during disruptions when
you cannot get the capabilities. Further, the needs of
Australia can be different to those of other nations.
Our ability to adapt capabilities to the specific needs
of Australia’s Defence force is critical. Innovation
becomes a source of defence capability advantage.
That change in circumstance places New South
Wales in a very good position to encourage future
careers in STEM – science, technology, engineering
and mathematics – to encourage a generation of
people to see industry and the generation of
advanced technologies as a very viable and very
attractive career path. New South Wales has a very
strong ecosystem within which to encourage the kind
of growth in skills needed for the future, including the
future needs of Australia’s Defence forces.
Defence policy has shifted significantly in recent
years. There was a period of industrial atrophy in
Australia when there was a low priority on doing
things locally or innovating locally, now there are
policies in place to encourage people into defencerelated industry. The 2016 White Paper (Defence
2016) launched the concept of industry as a
fundamental input to capability – the idea of Defence
and industry partnering on the rapid delivery of the
capabilities that Australia needs. The update to that
Strategic Plan in 2020 (Defence 2020) generated a
more urgent message around how much more we
need to grow Australia’s industrial capabilities,
focusing on and building up a higher level of local
capability.
Prime Defence Contractors
Large defence industry contractors who hold the
major defence contracts and who sub-contract work
to small-and-medium enterprises are known as
‘primes’, e.g,, Thales Australia, other large defence
contractors and international contractors working in
Australia. So, what part should the ‘primes’ have in
that growth?
Three important principles are relevant to the
creation of a sustainable defence industry that can
provide advantage specific to Australia's needs: first,
building a network of innovation and knowledge;
second, industrial capability (facilities and people
skills); and third, global competitiveness – ensuring
United Service 73 (2) June 2022

we are cost effective and efficient by exporting.
As to innovation and knowledge, Australia is a
small country population-wise. To try to have all the
engineer ing knowledge and innovation in one
company would be virtually impossible and does not
make sense. I am a strong believer in creating a
knowledge network among international companies
like my own into Australian industry. This can have a
great benefit reach-back to bring technologies from
other countries into Australia. Full technology
transfer is a big advantage for Australia as other
countries have paid for that baseline technology. You
can combine that with our supply chain and
workforce in Australia to build up a very much larger
capacity for innovation. Thales has been doing this
for a wide range of technologies, including sonar
systems at Rydalmere, soldier systems and rifles at
Lithgow, munitions at Mulwala, and a variety of
capabilities that we deliver to Defence by creating a
knowledge and innovation network with small-tomedium enterprises and tertiary organisations.
When it comes to industrial capability, we need
scale and the larger companies like my own can
bring scale both financially and through the facilities
and workforce we have. In New South Wales alone,
Thales has nearly 2000 people in-house; in our
supply chain, we have around 1200 people. So, the
total workforce effect from the work we do in New
South Wales is around 3200. Across Australia, we
have about 4000 people in-house and another 2000
people in our supply chain. Accenture recently
conducted a study of our supply chain activities.
Considering the combined work across Australia,
that very large component from New South Wales is
an indicator of how well-positioned New South Wales
is to deliver on defence capability needs.
A Globally-Competitive Defence Industry
So, building up that industrial base, with large
organisations as hubs, a very large local supply
chain providing innovative cost-effective solutions,
and doing those things really well; leads to the third
outcome – being globally competitive by innovating
and creating performance-differentiated products,
capabilities, and systems solutions for Defence.
Those performance-differentiated solutions provide
leading capability into the global market and
Australia’s strategic partners. They create a bridge, a
connection between the countries. This is a great
benefit for taxpayers who are looking for good value
from the money spent within the local industrial base
by Defence. It is important, because one of the
traditional reasons for not doing things in Australia
was that it was considered to attract a very large cost
premium. By being globally competitive, by
increasing scale, by being operationally costPage 11

effective, we can demonstrate to government and the
taxpayers that work done in Australia is money well
spent.
Therefore, by combining a knowledge and
network innovation; scaling strategic facilities and
people; and combining those two to create globallycompetitive capabilities; we can build a sustainable
defence industry that can respond to Defence’s
capability needs as they evolve. That, in turn, can
respond in an agile way to Defence’s requirements
as they evolve. That builds the resilience. I have
observed a much stronger embrace of that concept
in the last two years in Australia than in the previous
40 years.
Conclusion
Defence capabilities are now being procured and
brought into being quickly. The rate of technology
change and rate of change in our strategic
circumstances are the biggest risks Australia faces.
So, it is essential that industry be able to work with
Defence as partners to generate solutions rapidly.
When Australian troops were on high-tempo
operations, as they were in Afghanistan in recent
years, we saw a rapid approach to the acquisition of
capabilities to support those troops – whether it was
the rifles we produce at Lithgow, the munitions we
provide, or the vehicles we produce in Victoria, like
the Protected Mobility Vehicle, the Bushmaster.
There was a very collegiate approach and strong
partnering in delivering those capabilities quickly.
In low-tempo environments, peacetime, things
slow down. The process can become less practical
and elongated. In Australia’s current circumstances,
there is a need for a higher-tempo way of operating.
During times of high-tempo operations when things
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were happening very quickly, capability was
delivered very quickly. Everyone was working with a
level of urgency for a common set of goals.
If we can establish common goals, and create
partnerships and links between end-users and
industry suppliers, Australia will be in a much
stronger position to meet the capability delivery
challenges that may lie ahead, giving us as a nation
the agility, the speed, the assurance and the
resilience required.
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Much of the resilience of the Australian Defence Force (ADF) comes from the support provided by Australian
Defence industry which provides some operational maintenance and almost all deeper maintenance of Defence
platforms and equipment. Sovereign Defence industry is a critical input to the manufacture and sustainment of many
Defence capabilities across all the warfare domains – air, land, sea, space and cyber. New South Wales (NSW)-based
Defence industry has been, and will continue to be instrumental in delivering the capabilities described in the latest
Defence Update and the $270B Force Structure Plan 2020. The NSW Government, in particular Investment NSW and
Defence and Aerospace NSW, is supporting NSW Defence industry through a variety of programs and activities that
are being delivered in accordance with the NSW Defence and Industry Strategic Plan. Supply-chain and workforce
issues will continue to be key challenges for sovereign Defence industry.
Key words: Defence industry; New South Wales; priorities; strategy; supply chain; resilience; work force.
Defence industry is a key force multiplier and Defence
has come to rely on Defence industry as an integral part
of the ‘One Defence Team’. The Air Commander earlier
outlined the capabilities of his forces (Iervasi 2022) and
how with a modest sized number of military personnel,
the Air Force has recently sent Air Task Forces around
the world for operations and very effectively responded to
requests for humanitarian and disaster relief support.
Sovereign Defence industry has been a key contributor to
ADF resilience and this high level of operational
performance.
When I joined the Air Force in the 1970s, the Air Force
had about twice the number of personnel – 27,000 in
1977 compared with the current strength of about 14,500
- but was far less capable in the 1970s in the way it could
respond to threats and deploy its air capabilities. The
difference is largely due to the increasing role of
Australian-based Defence industry, which has taken over
many support and maintenance functions that were
previously performed by unformed staff and allowed the
RAAF to achieve far greater levels of preparedness and
resilience as a result. The same applies to the other
Services, and also to the emerging domains of space and
cyber.
Australia’s Defence industry has a larger workforce
than any of the individual armed services, and consists of
about 40,000 people spread Australia-wide, with 26,000
or so in New South Wales. Sovereign Defence industry
specifically supports national resilience and the resilience
of Defence capabilities in ways which I will expand upon
in the ensuing sections.
Firstly, it sustains the ADF; and Australian Defence
industry is critical to maintaining the seaworthiness,
airworthiness and land effectiveness of the various ADF
military platforms. It is many decades since uniformed
military technicians performed most of the deeper
United Service 73 (2) June 2022

maintenance on ADF platforms. By way of example, it is
NSW-based Defence industry that provides the advanced
aerospace deeper maintenance support for leading edge
capabilities such as the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter or the
Hawk lead-in fighter. This trend can be expected to
continue with an increasing amount of direct support to
ADF military platforms being conducted on-shore in
Australia.
Secondly, Australian Defence industry contributes
significantly to the Australian economy through an
increasing number of exports. While the pandemic has
resulted in some supply chain issues that has resulted in
a drop-off in overall Defence industry exports in the last
two years, the current annual value of Australian Defence
exports is still well above the pre-2018 figures and is
expected to continue to increase into the future. It is
interesting to note that Canada, with a similar size
population and Defence force size as Australia, produces
about four times the Defence industry revenue of
Australia and so there is definitely further potential for an
increase in Australian Defence exports.
Thirdly, the Australian Defence industry workforce is
growing and developing key skillsets across areas such
as systems engineering, project management, cyber,
space and software development that enable an
increasing amount of Defence capabilities to be
developed onshore and sustainment to be repatriated to
Australia. The expanding workforce and the upskilling
further promote innovation and the development of
sovereign intellectual property within Australia that
Defence will seek to leverage as a technological
advantage.
New South Wales Defence and Industry Strategy
The NSW Defence and Industry Strategy (Strategy)
outlines the priorities, programs and activities that the
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NSW Government has and will pursue to assist NSW
Defence industry to support all the Defence capabilities
and platforms. The Strategy, while first published in 2017,
is still relevant but is currently being revised to provide
more detail on some recently announced Defence
capability initiatives – such as the Guided Weapons
Explosive Ordnance Enterprise and the recent decision
to establish a nuclear-powered submarine capability and
a submarine base on the East coast of Australia.
While some have commented during this seminar that
some other States are more publicly vocal about their
Defence industry than NSW, the reality is that NSW has
a significantly larger Defence industrial base than other
States and Territories in most key areas of Defence,
including aerospace, weapons, space and cyber. The
NSW Government is quite clear in both its Strategy and
actions that it is seeking good Defence industrial
outcomes to strengthen the ADF’s capabilities and
resilience.
To foster stronger relationships with Defence, the
NSW Government has fostered and funded regional
Defence industry groups and the establishment of various
Defence-related precincts across the State. For example,
the Shoalhaven Defence Industry Group promotes the
Defence industry capabilities of various companies that
support the RAN bases and Fleet Air Arm operations
along the South coast of NSW. Similarly, Defence
industry groups in the Riverina-Murray, Hunter-Newcastle
area and other locations are being supported by the NSW
Government. Dedicated Defence industry precincts are
being established in several locations across the State
including Western Sydney and near RAAF Williamtown.
The aim of the precincts is to provide the presence of
larger Defence industry companies to act as a centre of
gravity around which smaller medium enterprises and
companies that make up the supply chain can cluster to
create a vibrant ‘Defence-related support eco-system’.
At Williamtown, BAE Systems-Australia provides this
centre of gravity as the company selected by the
International Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) Program Office to
provide the regional deeper maintenance capability for
the F-35. Many companies that also support the F-35,
including Lockheed Martin, Martin Baker and others are
also establishing themselves close to their key customer
– Defence at RAAF Williamtown. In the case of the F-35
and other advanced aerospace capabilities, this ‘ecosystem’ needs to be near the aircraft operators for supply
chain resilience reasons, and not hundreds of kilometres
away. I know Commander Air Combat Group and all other
operational ADF commanders would like to be able to
interact closely with the companies and their staff who
are providing the direct support that underpins the
resilience of their military platforms.
Examples of NSW Industry Support to Defence
Resilience
Defence has nominated 14 sovereign industrial capability priorities (SICPs) which clearly articulate those
areas where Defence will look to Australian industry to
develop sovereign manufacture and sustainment industrial capabilities. Investment NSW and Defence and
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Aerospace NSW pay heed to these SICPs and are
working closely with NSW Defence industry and the
various Defence/technology precincts and networks to
respond to these priorities.
One of those SICPs is underwater warfare technologies which includes nuclear power for submarines.
NSW is not only the home of the only Australian nuclear
reactor but also has several tertiary institutions that offer
advanced qualifications in nuclear physics and nuclear
engineering. NSW stands poised to greatly contribute to
the skilling of the workforce that will manage the
proposed nuclear powered submarine force in the future.
Also, NSW could potentially provide a suitable location for
an East Coast Submarine Base that Defence is looking to
establish in the future.
The research and development activities that were
flagged in the Australia, United Kingdom and United
States (AUKUS) Defence technology exchange announcement on 16 September 2021, also offer oppor tunities for NSW companies to support Defence. While
the nuclear submarine element of the announcement was
widely reported, the AUKUS agreement also encompassed announcement in the media; less widely reported
was the agreement for Australia, US and UK to collaborate in the areas of artificial intelligence, cyber
capabilities, quantum computing, long range and hypersonic missiles, and underwater systems. These are areas
in which New South Wales Defence industry and tertiary
institutions has extensive expertise and capability.
Another priority industrial capability for Defence is
space. Defence is establishing a space division under Air
Vice-Marshal Cath Roberts from early 2022. NSW has
many more space-related companies and workers than
any other Australian State or Territory and so has a critical
role to play in advancing the Defence Space capability, as
highlighted in the 2020 New South Wales Space Industry
Development Strategy. Of course, there is considerable
‘cross-over’ between commercial and Defence interests
in space, and much Defence resilience in space will come
from access to commercially available space technology.
A further priority is Guided Weapons and Explosive
Ordnance (GWEO). The Commonwealth Government
and Defence seek to develop a sovereign advanced
GWEO enterprise. In the past, the ADF has procured
almost all advanced GWEO through foreign military sales
from the United States or through similar supply chains in
other countries. This initiative does not mean that all
GWEO will be made in Australia. The GWEO Strategy
should use various measures, such as stockpiling of
some weapons, making some components, and contributing to global supply chains, to gain a greater assurance
of the supply of advanced GWEO for the ADF.
NSW is well placed to contribute here. The Orchard
Hills Defence Establishment (in western Sydney) has
provided GWEO storage and maintenance for many
decades. The Mulwala Propellant Facility in southern
NSW makes explosives materials that can be used in
GWEO, while Lithgow (west of Sydney) makes hardware
for some types of ammunition. Further, there are many
companies considering setting up manufacture and
support facilities in NSW under the GWEO enterprise.
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The final priority is Integrated Air and Missile Defence
(IAMD). The critical sovereign industry capability that
enhances resilience in IAMD is not the missiles, which for
the foreseeable future are likely to be sourced through
established international supply chains. The key challenge that Australian industry would need to rise to for an
effective IAMD capability is the systems integration
component and software development of the IAMD
system. In the past, Defence has generally contracted
with a major international prime for the systems integration for major programs. For example, with the F-35 joint
strike fighter all the systems integration was conducted by
Lockheed Martin in the US. With the AIR 6500 IAMD
program, Australia will have the opportunity to establish
an Australian major Defence systems integration capability. This could provide a sovereign capability, where
Australia and Defence could conduct its own major
systems integration without relying on overseas capability. We can expect significant involvement by NSWbased companies in the IAMD program.
Challenges for Defence Industry
There are a couple of key challenges for Australian
Defence industry, and the first is supply-chain resilience.
Australian companies learned a lot during the pandemic
lockdowns about the challenges of impacted freight
arrangements, of changing priorities for sourcing and
supply, and of having large portions of their workforce
non-effective for extended periods. Australian and NSW
Defence companies are thinking about the resilience of
their supply chains. This is not all about trying to only use
sovereign sub-contractors and sources of raw materials,
but about focusing on all the different ways of getting
greater assurance in their supply chains. Of course, the
US and other international Defence primes are also
considering how to improve their supply chain resilience
and Australian companies will need to convince the
international primes they support that they can deliver
with a high level of assurance.
The second challenge is the Defence industry
workforce – probably the greatest challenge ahead, not
just for NSW industry, but for Defence industry across
Australia. Australia is on its 9th straight year of real growth
in Defence spending: $44.6 billion this year increasing to
$75 billion by the end of this decade. The ADF military
equipment spend over the past year, despite the
pandemic lock-down, went up by a third. In 2020-21, $3.5
billion was spent in Australia, compared with $2.25 billion
the year before and a further increase is planned for
2021-22. This spending increase necessitates an
increased Defence industry workforce which will need to
expand by about 10% a year for the foreseeable future to
enable the sovereign components of Defence programs
foreshadowed under FSP 2020 and other initiatives to be
delivered.
To address the skills shortage, we need to get on the
radar screen of potential candidates for Defence industry.
We need to continue to promote Defence industry as an
exciting career that offers the opportunity to work in
leading-edge technologies that are critical to the future
security of the nation. The NSW Government, through
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many programs and activities, is promoting NSW in
global forums as a great place for Defence companies
and entities to set up. Defence industry also has an
ageing workforce and increasing efforts will be needed to
attract and retain younger professional and technical
staff.
There are a number of NSW Government programs
seeking to support expansion of Defence industry jobs,
such as the ‘Jobs+’ program which provides payroll tax
relief, training support and other financial benefits if the
company meets certain job creation criteria. Science,
technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM)
programs are a key part of attracting the interest of
younger cohorts in the community into Defence industry.
There are several programs at the Commonwealth and
State level that provide STEM activities for high school
students that may generate an eventual interest in a
career in Defence industry.
Conclusion
Defence industry is a critical enabler for the ADF and
a fundamental input to all Defence capabilities. The ADF
is no longer able to support all its capabilities using
uniformed personnel and will increasingly rely on
sovereign Defence industry for the manufacture, sustainment and resilience of its capabilities.
We need to focus on expanding the Defence industry
workforce, both in NSW and nationally, as it represents a
potential limiting factor going forward. As a society, we
need to think about getting younger people into Defence
industry. Government, Defence, Defence industry and
organisations like the Royal United Services Institute for
Defence and Security Studies all have a role in promoting
Defence industry as not only a great place to forge a
career but also as a way to make an important personal
contribution to Australia’s national and Defence
resilience.
The Author
Kym Osley has over 45 years’ of Defence experience
and has served as the senior Defence representative in
the US and led the Australian F-35 Program. In recent
years, he has been a Managing Director in PwC and
supported Defence with Force Design and development
of Space Command. Kym is the NSW Defence Advocate
where he supports NSW Defence industry engagement
with Defence.
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OBITUARY1:

Major General Premangsu Chowdry,
PVSM, FRGS, MiD**
Major General Premangsu Chowdry, one of the Institute’s World War II veteran,
passed away in Sydney on 22 March 2022, five weeks short of turning 102 years.
Premangsu Chowdry (Prem), joined the British
Indian Army at the outbreak of World War II and was
commissioned into the Royal Garhwal Rifles in
December 1941.
World War II
Prem with his battalion 3rd Garhwal Rifles as part
of the 5th Indian Division in North Africa in 1942, took
part in the ‘Battle of Tobruk’. From early 1943 to May
1945 as part of the 10th Indian Division, the battalion
took part in the Italian Campaign with deployments in
Taranto, Eastern and Central Sectors along the
Apennine Mountains and undertook assault river
crossings at Sangro, Garigliano and Senio, in the
battles of Monte Grande and Cassino. Prem was
mentioned-in-despatches (MiD) for his outstanding
operational performance. In mid-1945, Prem with his
battalion was sent to the Italian border on a 3months’ assignment to prevent Yugoslavian partisans
under Marshal Josef Tito entering the Italianspeaking province of Istria (currently in Croatia) to
which Yugoslavia had laid claim at the end of World
War I.
Post-War Indian Army
In October 1945, Prem returned to India with his
battalion which deployed in the North West Frontier
Province (in current Pakistan) to suppress an Hazara
tribal uprising in Waziristan and the Swat Valley.
During the 1948 India-Pakistan war, the battalion
was deployed in Kashmir, where Prem earned his
second MiD for gallantry. Following the 1948 war,
Prem was given command of the 3rd Battalion, 5th
Gorkha Rifles (Frontier Force).
In December 1950, Prem was promoted to
General Staff Officer Grade 1 (GSO1), Headquarters
British Commonwealth Occupation Force (BCOF) in
Japan then commanded Lieutenant-General Sir
Horace Robertson, an Australian, who appointed
Prem as the BCOF Liaison Officer at Headquarters
United Nations Forces in Japan under General
Douglas MacArthur. In 1951, Prem was posted as
GSO1 at Headquarters, British Commonwealth

A biography of Major General Premangsu Chowdry was published in the
United Service 71 (2) June 2020 edition.
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Division, in Korea.
In October 1952, Prem returned to India and took
command of the 2nd Battalion, 5th Gorkha Rifles
(Frontier Force).
In 1954, Prem attended the Joint Services Staff
College in England and then served on exchange
with the British Army of the Rhine and later with the
Royal Air Force and the Royal Navy. Back in India
from 1955 to 1960, several staff and training postings
followed before, aged 40, he was promoted to
Brigadier and took command of the 114th Infantry
Brigade in Ladakh.
At the end of 1960, Prem was appointed as
Commandant of the Ethiopian Military Academy and
as an unofficial military advisor to Emperor Haille
Selassie of Ethiopia.
Back in India, in 1963, Prem took command of the
120th Infantry Brigade. In 1965, he became acting
Chief-of-Staff of 1st Corps at Mathura which took part
in the second India-Pakistan war. In 1967 aged 47,
Prem was posted as the General Officer Commanding (GOC) Madhya Pradesh Area. The
following year, he took command of the 3rd Infantry
Division at Leh which he commanded until 1970.
Prem earned the Param Vishisht Seva Medal
(PVSM) during this command both for his overall
meritorious service and specifically for his direction
of a disaster relief programme following an earthquake in the Ladakh region.
In December 1970, Prem became GOC Bengal
Area (Calcutta). During the 1971 India-Pakistan war,
which led to the creation of Bangladesh, Prem’s
Bengal Area co-ordinated the entire logistics and
movement of personnel, refugees and goods by rail
and road in the region as part of the war effort.
Post-Army Life
On 30 April 1974, after 33 years of meritorious
service, Prem retired from the Army to pursue a
career in business. Prem held senior executive
positions in the corporate and public sectors in India.
Prem was a Fellow of the Royal Geographical
Society (United Kingdom) and a Life Member of both,
the Royal United Services institute for Defence and
Security Studies New South Wales, and the United
Service Institution of India.
Joe Matthews
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BOOK REVIEW:

Viking Boys: Beaufighters, Bravery
and Lost Airmen
by John Quaife
Big Sky Publishing: Newport, NSW; 2022; 294 pp; ISBN 978-1-922615-42-8 (soft cover);
RRP $32.99; Ursula Davidson Library Call Number 740.14 QUAI 2021.

No 455 Squadron, an Australian Article XV squadron formed under the Empire Air Training Scheme, was
raised at RAAF Base Williamtown, NSW on 23 May
1941. Initially serving in RAF Bomber Command flying
ageing Hampden aircraft, No 455 Squadron was the
first RAAF squadron to bomb Germany when a single
Hampden attacked Frankfurt.
Transferred to RAF Coastal Command, the Squadron was subsequently equipped with Beaufighter
aircraft and tasked to attack enemy shipping, predominantly in the Norwegian fjords, and along with No
489 Squadron (RNZAF) became known as the ANZAC
Strike Wing. No 455 Squadron flew flak suppression
using cannons and rockets while No 489 Squadron
were armed with torpedoes and cannons - a deadly
combination of arms.
Viking Boys: Beaufighters, Bravery and Lost
Airmen is an account of the Squadron’s operational
activities from 1943 until the end of the war as its
aircrew sought out and attacked enemy shipping to
disrupt the transport of raw materials and personnel
enroute to Germany.
Substantial detail regarding the identities of Australian aircrew members is provided in the opening
pages of the book requiring the reader’s close
attention. However, the author draws the reader into
the book providing an interesting and absorbing
account of operational successes and aircrew loses.
The conduct of anti-shipping attacks on the open
sea and in the narrow confines of a fjord were perilous
and early on resulted in significant aircraft losses.
Aircrew learned quickly and engineered large scale
attacks by 40 to 50 aircraft in a swarm to overwhelm
the shipborne and land based anti-aircraft defences.
There is an excellent description of the development of
tactics, survival procedures and the skills required to
concentrate formations of aircraft from several
squadrons to complete these missions.
The dangers of the attacks and the determination in
which they were driven home against heavily defended
ports is well illustrated in the author’s description of
one such event: One Beaufighter ….. returned from
the 12 September raid on Den Helder [Holland] with a
metre of metal and a ships’ wooden mast cap,
complete with navigation light and electrical fittings,
embedded in its nose.
The author vividly captures the challenges, dangers
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and adrenalin filled moments experienced by the
aircrew. Description of the aircraft and their operations
are simple and will be familiar to aircrew members
while being easily understood by those without that
experience. He describes complicated actions in the
Norwegian fjords, as well as the routine activities and
harsh conditions the aircrew and ground staff were
subjected to on bases in Scotland and on the islands
to the north. For example, he describes a Bellman
hanger, used during by No 455 Squadron at RAF
Dallachy, some of which still exist today on many
RAAF bases, in a clear coherent manner that those
unfamiliar with airfields and their equipment will be
able to picture.
Viking Boys is the result of the author’s experience
on the Defence Honours and Awards Appeals Tribunal
tasked to review the cases of 13 personnel for
consideration of an award of the Victoria Cross
following the outcomes of the Valour Review in 2010.
During the inquiry the author was made aware of the
story of James Hakewill who was thought to have
deliberately crashed his aircraft into a German escort
to suppress anti-aircraft fire during an attack on a
convoy in Orsta Fjord in 1944.
While travelling in Norway to research the book, the
author recounts interviews and conversations with
Norwegians who witnessed the Beaufighter attack on
the convoy. While there he was given access to a diary
belonging to a German sailor serving on board the
escort vessel that was attacked by James Hakewill and
he presents the sailor’s view of being on the receiving
end of Beaufighter attacks. It also includes a fascinating description of the sailor’s experience as an
Allied prisoner of war immediately following the
surrender.
The focus of the final chapters of the book is the
evidence provided to the Tribunal and the rigorous
approach undertaken to determine the facts and to
consider the public submissions concerning Hakewill’s
actions in Orsta Fjord.
Viking Boys is a fascinating account of one RAAF
squadron’s experience during World War II and the
contemporary consideration of the actions of one of its
pilots in Orsta Fjord on 5 December 1944. It will appeal
to all interested in military history regardless of their
own experiences.
Bob Treloar
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BOOK REVIEW:

Fighting Australia’s Cold War – The Nexus of
Strategy and Operations in a Multipolar Asia,
1945-1965
Edited by Peter Dean and Tristan Moss
ANU Press; 2021; 206 pp.; ISBN 9781760464820 (paperback); RRP $50.00
The period 1945-1965 is a relatively little studied
era in Australian military history. The popular
perception is that Australia switched its major
security alliance partner in 1941 but the reality is that
really did not happen until the Vietnam War and
some might argue that the pendulum is now set to
swing back a little towards the UK. The UK retained
significant strategic and economic interests centred
on the Malay Peninsula in South East Asia, and as
Australia’s largest trading partner it remained in
Australia’s strategic interest to work with the UK to
ensure security in the region.
The period under consideration was a complex
and difficult one for Australia as the Second World
War concluded; Japan was occupied, communism
became more assertive, the US and USSR faced off
in Europe and great swathes of territory were
decolonised. The editors define this era as the first
two decades of the Cold War but there were many
other strategic trends and influences in play.
In this period Australia had forces deployed
almost continuously throughout East Asia; fought in
three conflicts and prepared to fight in a possible
wider conflagration in Southeast Asia and the
Pacific. In Korea, Malaya and Borneo, Australian
forces encountered new types of warfare, integrated
new equipment and ideas, and were part of the
longest continual overseas deployments in
Australia’s history. Working closely with its allies,
Australia also trained for a large conventional war in
Southeast Asia, while a significant percentage of the
defence force guarded the Papua New Guinea Indonesian border. At home, the Defence organisation grappled with new threats and military
expansion, while the Australian Security Intelligence
Organisation defended the nation from domestic and
foreign threats.

of the services, units and individuals serving in
Southeast Asia? How did this period shape
Australia’s defence for years to come?
Fighting Australia’s Cold War contains nine
essays and includes a list of abbreviations, four
maps, footnotes, and an index. The contributors
include Peter Dean, Tristan Moss, David Horner,
John Blaxland, Stephan Frühling, Thomas Ricardson, Lachlan Grant and Michael Kelly. The topics in
each of the essays are defined and complementary,
with Frühling providing a broad strategic policy
context essay upfront. Dean’s introduction and
conclusion are insightful, but I’m not sure of the utility
of his use of Liddell-Hart’s strategy model in the
concluding chapter; he might have just said
“Australia pursued its strategic interests which
shifted over time.”
Although mentioned in passing, Australia’s quest
to become an atomic power during the period should
have earned an essay in its own right. Then, as now,
Australia’s large landmass and small population
demands a credible strategic deterrent capability.
This quest was no small endeavour and deserved
more fulsome examination as part of the milieu of
factors and decisions.
Fighting Australia’s Cold War provides a valuable
insight and summary of Australia’s strategic security
environment between Tokyo Bay and Vũng Tàu. I
commend it to all students of military history and
strategic studies.
Marcus Fielding

This book examines this crucial part of Australia’s
security history, so often overlooked as merely a
precursor to the Vietnam War. It addresses key
questions such as how did Australia achieve its
security goals at home and in the region in this new
Cold War environment? What were the experiences
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BOOK REVIEW:

How To Defend Australia
by Hugh White
La Trobe University Press 2019; 336 pp; ISBN 9781760640996 (paperback); RRP $61.80
Ursula Davidson Library: Call No: 820 WHIT 2019, Barcode: 27581
Hugh White (HW) is one of Australia's foremost
Security Analysts, with a long and varied career in
Defence, Academia and Government; and is known for
his insightful and provocative style, as evidenced in the
many books and articles he has written, as well as his
media commentaries.
This book is written in HW's usual eloquent prose, is
very analytical, logical and rationale in his treatment of
the associated issues; reflecting his deep understanding
of the complexity and contradictions of the subject area.
The subject matter described is very relevant, and the
insightful observations covered are:
⁃ that whilst the USA is significantly invested in
Asia, it is not part of Asia. Rather, its core strategic
focus and capability is at home, and then with
Europe. As such, HW observes that the USA has
the flexibility to “pivot away” from Asia if it has to,
⁃ Chapter 8 is a cogent analysis of the changed
realities of modern maritime conflict. He skilfully
draws the distinction between Sea Control and
Sea Denial in respect of the specific Australian
situation, and the need for the ADF to change
focus to Sea Denial,
⁃ the vulnerability of our key ADF Bases and C3
sites to various types of raids,
⁃ the most effective response to direct attack on
Australia would be to respond asymmetrically.
Also, that we would need to be very pragmatic in
our choices, and accept some unpleasant consequences and significant casualties,
⁃ the need to deliberately trade-off spiralling system
platform costs/sophistication to validated combat
performance,
⁃ the problems of running large complex programs
within the heavily constrained environment of the
bureaucratic, complacent, tardy and risk adverse
Department of Defence.
HW then leaps to his preferred solutions, whilst
ignoring or lightly touching on some factors:
⁃ brushes off the essential need for ‘protection of
trade’, i.e., importing 80% of our fuel without a
convoy of 3-4 tankers each fortnight, and after 30
days our military grinds to a halt, causing a winddown of the economy. Thus, we need enough
maritime assets to be able to conduct convoys to
and from Singapore ongoing. Thus, his proposal to
sell off the bulk of the current RAN is flawed,
⁃ analysis of the host of issues associated with
acquiring new submarines is pertinent and insightful. However, his solution of building a fleet of 24 to
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32 evolved Collins (with double
crews for the in service boats, i.e., 60%) is not
realistically achievable as we currently struggle to
continuously maintain single crews for the four
Collins boats in service at any one time,
⁃ highlights the Army's meandering over the last
three decades in search of a strategy to make
itself relevant, and the problems of the seductive
nature of “Special Forces” and “Amphibiousity”. He
also addresses the problem of lack of Mass, but
provides no solution. He delves into the AFV
question, but shows his lack of expertise and
understanding of the basics of modern networked
Mechanised Warfare,
⁃ sees the RAAF as the best currently positioned
and equipped Service. He recommends that we
increase the RAAF to a 200 Fighter/Strike aircraft
force. The problem is that we struggle at present to
maintain a force of less than 100 Fighter/Strike
aircraft,
⁃ posit that in the end, the USA may well not risk
receiving nuclear strikes from an adversary on its
west coast cities, in order to safeguard Australia
from nuclear attack/blackmail. As such, Australia
does need to consider having a small number of
our own nuclear weapons and delivery mechanisms to be used in extremis. Whilst HW's logic is
agreeable, however, he provides no credible path
to address the multitude of legal, political and
emotional issues associated with such an
approach.
HW continues with sound chapters on “Making It
Happen”. These posit that we can and should,
progressively increase Defence spending to 3.5% to
possibly 5% of GDP, accompanied by ruthless efficiency
increases. He poses: “Do we have the moral fibre to
actually accept the considerable human costs of a major
confrontation? Or should we compromise our principles
by kowtowing to the North?“ He concludes by pointing
out that we have to make a determination and that time
is at a premium.
Neither the text nor Chapters are annotated or
supported by references. However, there is a good
Index, and each Chapter is supported by an extensive
“Sources and Further Reading” list.
This book is a significant contribution to the appreciation of Australia's strategic and defence dilemma’s,
and is well worth a read and be informed of the issues
raised.
Ian Wolfe
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BOOK REVIEW:

Dare to be free
by W. B. ‘Sandy’ Thomas
Copyright Publishing: Brisbane; 2009; 251 pp.; ISBN 9781876344641 (paperback);
RRP $27.50; Ursula Davidson Library call number 587 THOM 2009
Dare to be Free is an escape and evasion memoir
written just after World War II by Second-Lieutenant
W. B. ‘Sandy’ Thomas, a rifle platoon commander of
the 23rd (Canterbury-Otago) Battalion, 5th Brigade, 2nd
Division, New Zealand Expeditionary Force. Severely
wounded and captured by the Germans in Crete in
May 1941, Thomas was hospitalised in Greece and,
once well enough, made numerous attempts to
escape. He finally succeeded, stole a boat in
Macedonia and sailed to Turkey, before re-joining his
battalion on the Turko-Syrian border in May 1942.
This book was first published in 1951, six years
after the war ended. It has been reprinted and
republished several times since. This 2009 edition is
a limited special edition and the book reviewed had
been signed by the author.
The author assumes that the reader recalls the
Greece and Crete campaigns of April and May 1941.
The memoir opens with the 23rd Battalion defending
the Maleme Aerodrome in Crete against the German
airborne offensive on 20 May 1941. During the subsequent Battle of Galatas, Thomas was severely
wounded in the leg and, later, was awarded the
Military Cross for his gallant leadership of 15
Platoon. Late in the battle, Germans overran the
advanced dressing station where Thomas was being
treated and captured him. He was transferred to a
prison hospital near Athens, in Greece, and was very
lucky to avoid having his leg amputated.
As soon as his leg had healed sufficiently,
Thomas was determined to escape and return to the
New Zealand Expeditionary Force in Egypt. He made
several bold attempts from the Athens hospital, but
on each occasion was re-captured. The exasperated
Germans eventually transferred him to a more
secure prison hospital in Salonika in northern
Greece (Macedonia). To no avail. Displaying great
imagination, daring and skill, and aided by not a little
luck, Thomas managed to escape by night from the
Salonika prison.

peninsula (the Holy Mountain), who displayed great
bravery in helping him – had they been caught doing
so, they would have been summarily executed. After
several failed attempts, Thomas, accompanied by
five other escapees with whom he had linked up,
managed to steal a Greek fishing vessel and sail
from Athos to Turkey landing near Smyrna (Izmir). He
linked up with the British consul in Smyrna, who put
him on a train through Turkey to the Syrian border.
Fortuitously, the 23rd (New Zealand) Battalion had
just commenced to dig in on that border, so his
homecoming was sweet.
The memoir ends at this point, but he would
remain with the battalion for the rest of the war.
Indeed, his subsequent war service saw him rise to
command the 23rd Battalion in Italy at the age of 24,
the youngest battalion commander in the New
Zealand Army. For his war service, he was awarded
the Military Cross twice (1941, 1942), the Distinguished Service Order (1943), and the United States
Silver Star (1945). Post-war, Thomas transferred to
the British Army. Eventually, as Major-General W. B.
Thomas, CB, DSO, MC and Bar, ED, he became
General Officer Commanding Far East Land Forces
in Singapore from 1970 to 1971. Following retirement, he resided in New Zealand and Queensland
where he died in 2017 aged 98.
Thomas is a great raconteur and this is a wellwritten and engaging book – indeed, it is quite
thrilling in places. It provides insight into life as an
Allied prisoner-of-war in Greece in 1940-41. It also
depicts civilian life in northern Greece during the
German occupation, not only in the cities but also
that of the peasant communities and the monks of
the Greek Orthodox Church. The tensions for
civilians, between collaborating with the Germans for
survival and loyalty to Greece and the wider Allied
cause, are well drawn. I recommend the book to
readers of all ages and backgrounds.
David Leece

Thence followed several months of playing catand mouse with the Germans as he evaded capture
while constantly on the move in northern Greece.
This was only possible with the aid of the Greek
countryfolk and Orthodox monks on the Athos
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BOOK REVIEW:

Untraceables: The Mystery of the
Forgotten Diggers
By John Gillam and Yvonne Fletcher
Legends and Lessons: Greenhills, NSW; 267 pp; ISBN 978-0-646-99923-4 (softcover);
RRP$35
Untraceables: The Mystery of the Forgotten Diggers
is not a conventional military history text detailing the
battles of World War One. It deals with the aftermath of
war, focussing on its effects on veterans and their
families—many of whom were at the margins of the AIF.
It contains the stories of men killed while in the service of
their country; those who forfeited their right to medals by
their actions; and others who were “misplaced” by the
Department of Defence. Each story is different, some
enlightening, others heart breaking.
417,809 men enlisted in the 1st AIF, over 60,000 were
killed and 156,000 wounded, gassed or taken prisoner.
Over 331,000 served overseas and were eligible for the
756,000 medals sent to Australia between 1920 and
1930. In 1986, over 80,000 medals remained unclaimed.
Untraceables details the many reasons why so many
medals remain unclaimed and is the result of 10 years’
research. It deals with the men who did not fit the same
mould as the vast majority and discusses why this
occurred. While there are many and varied reasons for
non-collection of medals, the main reasons can be
classified as an inability to contact the next of kin (NoK)
of deceased soldiers; wrong name and information on
attestation papers either as a result of underage enlistment or leaving behind an unhappy existence; soldiers
suffering from mental incapacitation; disillusionment from
their experiences, often because of the loss of comrades.
John Gillam is a military historian and author following
a 22-year RAAF career in Weapons Systems Engineering and Technical Training. After leaving the service, he
had 22 years' experience in curriculum and courseware
development and adult education. Yvonne Fletcher holds
a Bachelor of Arts/Teaching (Hons) from Newcastle
University, majoring in Australian History and Heritage.
She is currently employed by the NSW Department of
Education and Communities as a primary school teacher
and has received an Excellence in Teaching award for
Anzac Research. They have published seven volumes
dealing with WW I: Turkish Charlie Ryan: Cannakale’s
Anzac Hero; No Shirkers from Kurri; Their Story: Service
and Sacrifice and Community Support Part One 1914 15; Men in Sheep’s Clothing: The History of the Digger’s
Vest; A Tale of Two Diggers 2nd Edition; and You Can’t
Fight you’re a Girl. Several of these are accompanied
with teaching notes.
While the focus of their books is the education of
young Australians, Untraceables, has a broader remit
providing a serious and effective research of a subject
little known by many within our community. The book has
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several goals, including a highlight on the harsh treatment given to some veterans over 100 years ago and to
encourage descendants and schools to research
veterans from their districts and families. They also
include instructions and templates for them to follow.
Tasked to compile and maintain the service records of
420,000 soldiers, the Army Records Office was established at Victoria Barracks, Melbourne in October 1914
and was headed by Major James Lean. With little
direction from the Government, Lean largely established
his own guidelines concerning the allocation of medals
and while this generally worked well, it tended to serve
harshly those soldiers in the margins of the AIF,
obfuscating the distribution of medals to them.
Untraceables contains the stories of 92 veterans who
fell into the margins for a variety of reasons and who
were in the main denied their medals, or their families
were denied the medals, and often a reduced or withheld
pension right either by reason of familial entitlement
under Lean’s strict regime, or forfeiture because of
soldiers’ actions. Such was the case of John Gribble who
served at Gallipoli as an observer and assistant to
master bomb thrower Lieutenant Keysor who was
awarded the VC. He was wounded, evacuated and
returned to battlefield. He fought in the battle of Pozieres
on the Western Front, commissioned and remained on
the Western Front until wounded a third time. After
serving on special duties in Italy he was afflicted with
shell shock. During a period of hospitalisation in England,
he went AWL on two occasions and bounced two
cheques for £20, was court-martialled, cashiered and
denied his medals.
There are numerous cases of men not properly
identifying NoK, or nominating NoK that could not later
be confirmed by Major Lean. Not only did this make
medal collection extremely difficult, if not impossible, it
generally carried significant financial implications
regarding the payment of pensions with resultant
financial hardship. The system was unbending; however,
the authors have not viewed these instances through a
21st century prism, but have reported them as they
happened.
Untraceables: The Mystery of the Forgotten Diggers
is a combination of text book and historic narrative. While
the focus is to encourage students to research “forgotten
diggers” in their home districts, it serves equally well for
the wider community as an excellent account of military
history beyond the battlefield.
Bob Treloar
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BOOK REVIEW:

I, Warbot – The Dawn of Artificially
Intelligent Conflict
by Kenneth Payne
C. Hurst and Company, London; 2021; 336 pp.; ISBN 9781787 384620 (hardcover);
RRP $39.99

The term Artificial Intelligence (AI) means very
different things to different people. At its core it
relates to ‘smart’ machines (computers) capable of
‘learning’ and performing functions like humans - or
like humans but faster. AI is the enabling ‘brains’ that
directs machines/platforms/robots but should not be
conflated with the machine/platform/robot itself. AI
makes decisions without human approval or
suggestions for human approval. While the focus to
now has been on the machine/platform/robot,
Kenneth Payne argues that new thinking is required
for a new era of AI. He does this with a focus on war
– that sadly enduring feature of human existence.
For anyone not professionally versed in the field
of AI the topic can be daunting. Payne does an
excellent job of ‘walking’ a novice through the topic.
He unpacks complex concepts such as ‘intelligence’
and ‘logic’. The greatest mental hurdle to overcome is
separating the capability of AI with the machine/
robot/weapon (what Payne terms ‘warbots’) that to
now it has been applied. He explores how the
human/AI interrelationship for decision making might
develop given the inherent strengths and weaknesses of both parties. This will occur at the tactical
level (human-machine teaming) or at the strategic
decision-making level.
Payne also explores how the character of war
might evolve given the anticipated development and
proliferation of AI. Intelligent military systems are
already reshaping conflict from the chaos of battle,
with pilotless drones and robot tanks, to the
headquarters far from the action, where generals
and politicians use technology to weigh up what to
do. AI changes how we fight, and even how likely it is
that we will.

All this is heady stuff and Payne wrestles with all
the implications. From Payne’s analysis, three main
conclusions emerge. First, profound ethical issues
arise once machines can decide which humans to
kill, but the technology is now too varied and too far
advanced to be banned. Second, AI favours the
offence, owing mainly to the ability of AI-enabled
weapons to swarm. Third, and perhaps most
important, if AI receives a lot of data and a narrow
goal, it will be tactically brilliant in ways that human
commanders could never match - but AI will never be
a true strategist. Payne also proposes a rewrite of
Asimov’s Three Laws of Robotics that might be
usefully applied to warbots.
Payne also touches on the international campaign
to ban ‘killer robots’ but argues that autonomous
weapons are already too prolific and too useful for
states to outlaw. Ultimately, states will seek
advantage over other states and the development of
AI-enabled warbots is practically inevitable.
Payne is a reader in International Relations at
King's College London. A former BBC journalist, he
is the author of many articles and books, including
The Psychology of Strategy: Exploring Rationality in
the Vietnam War.
I, Warbot is a thought-provoking reflection on how
AI might change conflict and is tremendously
relevant to capability development staff and strategic
planners. Almost every page in I, Warbot has the
potential to stimulate reflection, discussion and
debate amongst military professionals.
Marcus Fielding

Warbots will be faster, more agile and more
deadly than today’s crewed weapons. New tactics
are already emerging, but much deeper thinking is
needed. When will an intelligent machine escalate,
and how might you deter it? Can robots predict the
future? And what happens to the ‘art of war’ as
machines become more creative?
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BOOK REVIEW:

Mau Mau whitewash: Britain slandered:
a critique of the revisionist account
of Mau Mau
by Lee Boldeman
CopyRight Publishing: Indooroopilly, Queensland; 2021; 376 pp.; ISBN 9781921452567 (paperback);
RRP $49.50; Ursula Davidson Library call number 443 BOLD 2021

The two decades following the end of World War
II were characterised by numerous anti-colonial
movements in Africa and Asia. One of these, in
Kenya, became known as the Mau Mau Uprising. In
this book, the author uses the Mau Mau Uprising as
a case study to enable him to fire another shot in the
so-called ‘history wars’. He debunks revisionist
accounts of the Mau Mau Uprising and champions
the traditional account.
The author, Dr Lee Boldeman, is an economist,
sociologist and historian with a PhD in economics
from the Australian National University. He has
published one book previously, a critique of the conceptual bases of libertarianism and neo-classical
economics titled, The cult of the market: economic
fundamentalism and its discontents (ANU Press:
Canberra, 2007).
The post-war unrest in Africa and Asia had anticolonialism as a common thread, but the unrest in
different areas frequently conflated anti-colonialism
with other local sociological issues, such as intertribal disputes, and the egos and agendas of leaders
frequently were at cross-purposes, while oppor tunistic individuals used the cover of the unrest to
settle personal scores. The unrest in Kenya was no
different.
The Mau Mau rebellion proper broke out in 1952
between the Kenya Land and Freedom Army (KLFA)
and the British authorities. The KLFA was dominated
by the Kikuyu tribe, but also contained members of
other tribes – Meru, Embu, Kamba and Maasai. The
war proper was fought between the KLFA and the
British Army and local militia, with white settlers and
pro-British Kikuyu people caught up in the associated terrorism. The military phase effectively
ended in October 1956 with the capture of the
principal rebel leader, but Mau Mau terrorism continued sporadically until after Kenya was granted
independence in 1960 under the leadership of Jomo
Kenyatta.
The book describes the deeply superstitious
Kikuyu society, in which oath-taking was central and
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violence begat violence. These characteristics were
reflected in the Mau Mau campaign, e.g. Mau Mau
‘recruits’ were forced to take oaths. The book also
details the atrocities committed during the Mau Mau
reign of terror. The book’s main focus, though, is the
distortion of historical truth by those who would
rewrite history from an ideological perspective and
the author’s efforts to rebut those claims. He
objectively records the horrific happenings of the
1950s, including English involvement in atrocities,
but questions the accounts of more recent historians
who have downplayed the terror as a peasants’
revolt or an heroic, rationally-conceived, nationalist
independence movement. I consider that he makes
this case well.
Boldeman says in his introduction that he wrote
the book for a ‘sophisticated lay audience’ (p. xii). If
so, I consider he missed his mark. He apparently
assumes that the reader will already have a solid
grounding in the history of the conflict, as he makes
no attempt to summarise it, although many historical
events do emerge during the course of the discussion. His focus rather is the ethical obligations of
historians to present facts and evidence objectively
and to analyse them accordingly. He examines the
origins, aftermath and consequences of the Mau
Mau terror campaign in that light and uses this
analysis to rebut the revisionists’ ideologically-driven
apologia which laud the terrorists and condemn the
British administration.
The book is a very-well researched and
referenced academic work. In my view, though, it is
a suitable only for specialists in the field who are
already well-versed both in the history of the Mau
Mau Uprising and in the associated academic literature. If they wish to engage further in the debate
about re-evaluating historic events in the light of
present-day ethical standards, regardless of the
contemporary standards at the time the events took
place, they will be stimulated by this book.
David Leece
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BOOK REVIEW:

After the blood cools: the warrior’s dilemma
by Gary McKay, MC
Living History: Manly, New South Wales; 2022; 208 pp.; ISBN 9780648922612 (paperback);
RRP $34.95; Ursula Davidson Library call number 547 MCKA 2022
After the Blood Cools is a military memoir of
Lieutenant Colonel Gary McKay, MC (Ret’d), an
Australian infantryman. The book’s focus is his war
service as a as a rifle platoon commander in South
Vietnam in 1971 and the lessons he has derived from
this combat experience and its long aftermath.
McKay is the author of 13 books mainly on the
Vietnam War. They include In good company: one
man’s war in Vietnam (Allen & Unwin: North Sydney,
1987); Delta Four: Australian riflemen in Vietnam (Allen
& Unwin: St Leonards, NSW, 1996); and Tracy: the
storm that wiped out Darwin on Christmas Day, 1974
(Allen & Unwin: Crows Nest, NSW, 1999).
After the Blood Cools is in two parts. Book One
describes McKay’s war service in South Vietnam, which
culminated in him being seriously wounded; and Book
Two is about his subsequent recovery back in Australia,
a long journey including battles years later with posttraumatic stress disorder.
McKay begins by describing how he came to be in
the Australian Army. In his late teens, McKay was a very
fit surfer and Rugby player. As national service had
been reintroduced for 20-year-old males, McKay
enlisted as a gunner in 7th Field Regiment, a unit of the
part-time Citizen Military Forces (CMF). When called up
for national service, however, he decided to serve for
two years full-time in the Regular Army rather than for
six years part-time in the CMF.
Following call-up, McKay was selected for officer
training and was commissioned through the Officer
Training Unit, Scheyville, as a second-lieutenant into
the Royal Australian Infantry Corps. He subsequently
served out the remainder of his national service
obligation in Australia, mostly at 3rd Training Battalion.
Rather than leaving the Army at this point and wishing
to test himself in combat, he elected to continue his
service in the Regular Army. He was posted as a rifle
platoon commander to 4th Battalion, Royal Australian
Regiment, which was preparing to deploy to Vietnam.
Once deployed to in Phouc Tuy Province, South
Vietnam, in mid 1971, the battalion began patrolling,
usually at platoon or company level. The enemy was still
very active in the province and McKay describes how
his 11 Platoon, D Company, experienced combat –
from their first contact with the enemy, through their first
kill of a Viet Cong (which drove home the harsh reality
of war), and, after several months of patrolling at
company level, to a battle on the Song Ca. Here, D
Company, supported by Centurion tanks, successfully
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attacked a Viet Cong bunker system. Chaotic, closequarter combat in the jungle ensued. McKay’s
description of this battle should be read by all aspiring
infantry officers.
Subsequent patrols had both good and bad
moments. On one occasion, his platoon had a ‘blue-onblue’ incident when his platoon ran into the back of
another D Company platoon. Two days later on 21
September and still quite shaken by the blue-on-blue
incident, with the company advancing on three
separate platoon axes toward the Nui Le hills, D
Company stumbled into a major enemy bunker
complex. Tank support had been withdrawn by this
stage of the war, but artillery and close air support were
still available and they saved the day. Nevertheless,
fierce close-quarter combat ensued, with significant
casualties on both sides, including two 11 Platoon
machine-gun crews. Eventually, near last light, 11
Platoon was able to break contact and withdraw only to
discover that it had now entered another, though much
smaller, bunker complex. During the night, while
directing the platoon battle, McKay was shot through
the shoulder by an enemy sniper. Seriously wounded,
his war was now over.
Book Two describes McKay’s return to Australia and
long road back from being wounded-in-action, including
his hospitalisation, convalescence, return to Townsville
and unit life, being awarded the Military Cross for his
gallant leadership during the Battle of Nui Le, and
further hospitalisation in Brisbane. Training, staff and
command appointments followed. He began writing
books about the Vietnam War and leading battlefield
tours of Vietnam. This triggered post-traumatic stress
disorder which, in turn, placed stress on his marriage.
Lengthy psychological counselling followed. He retired
from the Army after a 30-year career, and pursued a
new career as an author and battlefield guide.
In the book’s final chapter, McKay reflects philosophically on his experiences, particularly the mental
and physical challenges of combat. He discusses the
role of warriors, the face of battle, fear, fatigue, grief,
horror, courage, shock, memories and training for war.
McKay writes very well in simple, almost colloquial,
Australian-English. The book is easy to read; gripping in
places. I recommend it to anyone interested in Australia’s contribution to the Vietnam War, but especially to
aspiring infantry junior leaders.
David Leece
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